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ABSTRACT: Disclosed is an apparatus for maintaining a con 
stant tension in a moving strand which comprises a rotatably 
mounted rigid support for two guides, the support being ar 
ranged between strand-advancing means having speed-regula 
tor means and strand-takeup means with the support being 
disposed to provide an S-shaped strand path around the guides 
with tension in the strand producing a torque in a ?rst 
direction; torquing means for applying a continuous rotational 
torque to the support in a direction opposite to the first 
direction; and position-sensing means for the support operably 
associated with the speed-regulator means of the advancing 
means to maintain the support near an equilibrium position. 
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variability is less,than-satisfactory;s_i } . ~ .. t 

APPARATUS 
- -_ .?lNAM0vINGsTnAnn_- 

r 

BAcxoRounDor'THEiiNvizNrioiv. 
l.Fieldofthe‘Inventionv ~ » 

This invention ‘relates "to i a tension-maintaining apparatus 
and more particularly. ‘toapparatusjfo'r maintaining constant 
tensioninamovingstrand. ‘ t i‘ = I ' > -' ' 

2; Description of the Priori-Art "5 ~' 
In the vcommerciz'il‘manufactureof synthetic textile ?bers. it 

' is customary. to wind and'unwind strands at very high speeds. 
At various stages in the processes ‘of feeding and withdrawing 
strands from'production steps, it isnjecessary to hold the ten 
sion at a constant value; Fort instance, in the process of cutting ' 
continuous. ?laments to staple when feeding. the?laments to a 
centrifugal-type cutter, if'strand- tension varies, the cut length 
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of the.staple varies accordingly, a condition often‘leading to I 
unsatisfactory performance‘. of "the .?bersin drafting to yarns 
and undesirable defects in'fabrics knitted orlwoven-therefrom. ‘ 
The effects of inadequate,- tensionycon'trol are felt more -'seri-' 
ously when‘ dealing with av stretch-type ‘yamJ'eit-her crimped in 
con?guration‘orofthespandextype. ,_ ‘f ‘ i.- ' ~ ‘ - ‘ 

There have-been emany qtension-maintaining .devices 
’ proposed -in§thepast‘ranging-from simpleypairs of snubbing 

pins over ‘which athreadlineipasses in. frictional contact to 
.' highly‘ sophisticated and; ofteritimes_,_- prohibitively expensive; 
electronic .threadline monitoring‘systerns. Wholtonin, U,._S. 
Pat. No.‘ _2.3;_2:'6,"lll}fproposes ‘afsimple. inexpensive system'for‘ 

_ maintaining constant strand‘ten'sion 'lQO?SiSlingw of ‘two ?xed 
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2. 
-"mea_ns”refers to the last ?xed'guide that controls the 

V : ‘strand before 0. Likewise. the t'akeup means of 5 includes 
any strand‘guides arranged between Ii and (‘and any 

' reference to the location of the takeup means refers tov 
lthe guide that‘is closest to c. ' a . v ' . 

The preferred-advancing means a is‘u direct current electric 
motor with the regulator'meansbeing an electric circuit that is 
‘responsive to the 'positi'omsensing means of t' which is a variu 
‘bleresistorq '1 ~ , I r 1 ~.. . . - , 

It is preferred that the pivot for the rigid support in c is mid 
way between advancing means a and takeup means Ii and each 
vstrand guide“ is mounted’ an equal distance from the’ pivot and 
arranged in a straight line with said pivot. 

ltyis preferred that ‘the torquing means dcomprisesla' ?uid- ‘ 
operated pushrod pressure cylinder havingthe exterior end of 
‘the rodpivotally attached to the rigid support’at a point on a 
line. passing through the pivot being at a 90"; angle with respect 
to a line?connecting'each guide and the rod is located a per}, 
pendicular distance from the supportpivot that is equal to the 
distance of ‘each guidefrom said pivot, the opposite end of the 
cylinder being pivotally attached to a ‘second ?xed element - 
with the point of the‘a‘ttachment being in line withsaid'guides 
when the support is in equilibrium ‘positionand at‘la distance 
from the‘pivot of the rigid support that is equal to the distance 

; of each guide‘ from advancing means a and tak'eup means b. n 
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guides andvbetween‘them. twonmolvablel guides attached to a I ‘ 
member which. is "free to rotate aboutan axis. However, espe 
cially as the need isofelt of iate for‘morean'dv more accuracy in 
?nished products “and, greater efficiency. in manufacturing 
processes, in .this and otherfgsimilar devices of the art,:tension 

SUMMARY} T'iienivENnoN . 

an apparatus for maintaining a constant tension ‘in ‘an’ advanc 

irig strand comprisingin'combination: " ‘ " i - a. ' strand-advancing ‘ means" including"speed-regulator 

means“ _ . _. v b. strand-takeup'means arranged‘ to‘ta'keup and forward the 

' strand ‘advanced by‘th'e strandladvancing means; " ' 
a rigid support rotatablyrnounted o'n'a ?xed pivot'located 6. 

guide members spaced/‘from the pivot of ‘the \rigidsupport 
and being'dis‘posed such that a‘line connecting the'two . 
guides is at a substantial angle to a line connecting a and b 
to provide an S-shaped strand" path around said guides 
with tension in the strand’produ'cing a rotational torque 
about said pivot aflrst direction; .. 

. torquing means for applying continuous rotational torque 
about said pivot of a‘ preselected'magnitude in adirection 
opposite to said ?rst direction,- the magnitude being equal 

, " to the torque produced by the strand when passing about 
‘said guide?» with the strand at a desired preselected ten 
sion toprovide an angular rotation of said rigid member , 
about the pivot when a differential in strand tension from 
the preselected tension exists; and - - 

associated with the speed-regulator means of a and 
adapted to increase the speed of advancing means a if 
said support moves in‘said ?rst direction to allow the sup 
port to return to a‘fdesired equilibrium position‘; ‘said: 
sensing-means and speed-regulator means of‘a likewise 
being adapted to decrease the speed of advancing means . 
a if said support moves in a direction opposite to said first 
direction to allow'said support‘ to return to the desired 
equilibrium position. ltmust be understood that the :ad 
vancing means 0 includes any ?xed strand ‘guides located ‘ 

- before c. Any reference, to location of the advancing 

:betweenti andv b said support'h'aving two'rnounted'strand ’ 

. position-sensing means for said support that is operably 

as 

The apparatusof thisinvention'is particularly‘des‘cribed'las 50 ' 

I ‘the present invention. 
45 
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" wheneve‘ritheapparatusiis at'o'perating equilibriumv it is 
preferred? that a line connecting theguides is at substantially a 
90° angle with ‘respect to a line connecting advancing means a 
andtakeup meansb.. v -' - " '. -‘ ' - 

’ The term “strand“ refers to: ?laments, mono?laments, any 
ordered assemblage of textile ?bers or sheets having a high 
ratio'of "length;v to’ diameter 'or' thickness "including slivers. 
rovings, single ya'rnsgplied yarns‘. cords; threads.'bi'aids. ropes;i 
tows.'sheets, etc. ' i ' ' " ‘ " ' 

I BRIEF DESCRlFTlON oFIHE DRAWINGS . v‘ ' _ - 

In the accompanying drawings: , t . ‘t ' _. _ g‘ FIG. 1 isa perspective view of the new tensioningdeyice; 1 

FIG. 2 is a detailed view offthe pushrod pivotassembly of 
FICLL' ' . 1' I - 

‘ . FIG“. 3v is a plan view of an'embodiment of-theapparatus of 

‘ DESCRlPIlON'bF'THE PREFEnREo EMBODIMENTs 
7 In describing the preferred embodiments of the inventionil 

'_ lustrated in the drawings,specific terminology will be restored 
to for the sake of'clarity; -however,=-it isinot intended to'be 
limited to the speci?c terms so: selected, and it is to be un 
derstood that each speci?c term includes’ all technical 

' equivalents which operate in a similar manner to accomplish a 

55 
similar purpose. - - _ 

With reference to FIG. 3, the invention. is described as an 
apparatus-for maintaining constant tension. in a longitudinally 
‘moving strand, comprising strand-forwarding means and 

' strand-takeup means and situated therebetwee'n firstand 
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second strand-guide members for changing the direction of ‘ 
travel of‘ the strand path as it passes in arcuate contact 
therewith to form points'of tangency a and b_respectively,and 
situated therebetween a rigid support mounted to rotate about . 
a central axis running transverse to the ‘strand path at point p 
which is equidistant from a andb and lies along a straight line 
joining a and b,said rigid support having,_axially protruding ‘ 
therefrom, two oppositely mounted, cylindrical strand-guide 

:, members which are equispaced from said central axis, said 

70 

cylindrical, axially protruding guide ‘members having surface 
points 0 and d respectively which lie at the intersection of the 
threadline with a‘ straight line extending from p throughltheir 
‘axes of symmetry, and a ?uid-operated push rod pivotally 

- mounted at a pivot point q on a rigid pushrod support, q being 
at a distance X from p. and extending from said pivot point to 

1 a third rotatable member axiallyl'protruding from said rigid 
75 support, the contact of'said pushrod with said third member 
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being tangential having point of tangency e,the arrangement 
of components being such that the moving threadline passes 
from said feed means partly around said first strand-guide 
member, partly around each of said axially protruding, cylin 
drical guide members in an S~shaped path, thence partially 
around said second strand-guide member to said strand 
takeup means, provided that the distance up is substantially 
equal to the distance pb which, in turn, is substantially equal to 
X and the distance ad is substantially equal to cb which is sub 
stantially equal to the distance eq at all times during the ten 
sion~maintaining operation, said pushrod maintaining a torque 
arm relative to p upon said rigid support which is substantially 
equal to the sum of the two identical torques of the threadline 
tension relative to point p, all three of which tend to rotate 
said rigid support about p and this torque equalization holding 
for any de?ection of said rigid support about p throughout the 
tension-maintaining operation. 

In the drawings, in which like numbers of reference are used 
to designate like components, FIG. 1 illustrates strand 10 
being forwarded by driven roller 12 (motor not shown) and 
associated roller 11, passing partly around ?rst stationary 
strand-guide member 13 and then in an S'shaped path passing 
partly around strand-guide members l4, l5 and 16, and then 
passing to takeup means comprising driven rollers 17 and 17' 
(motor not shown). Strand-guide members 14 and 15 are 
mounted on opposite ends of rigid support 18 and are 
equidistant from pivot point 19 about which support 18 is free 
to rotate. Rigid support 18 is rotatably mounted on bar 20 
which is ?xedly mounted to rear support 21, shown in part. 
Pneumatically loaded pushrod 22 is pivotally mounted by 
means of pin 23 to stationary support 24, shown in part. F lexi 
ble tube 25 connects an external source of air pressure to 
cylinder 32. Pushrod 22 makes contact with pivot assembly 
26. Variable resistor 33 is responsive to the position of support 
18 and regulates the speed of the advancing means (motor not 
shown) to keep support 18 near the desired equilibrium posi< 
tion. 

In FIG. 2 it is seen that pushrod pivot assembly 26 includes 
axially protruding wheel member 27 and, ?xedly attached 
thereto, a rigid member 28 which ?rmly embeds the arm of 
pushrod 22. Wheel 27 is free to rotate about pin 30. 

In operation, longitudinally moving strand 10 having vary 
ing tension makes an S~shaped path around guide members 14 
and 15. As shown in FIG. 1, pushrod 22 exerts force according 
to its air supply pressure against the pivot point of assembly 26 
which effects a torque on rigid support 18. Thus, as strand ten 
sion lessens between guides 13 and 16, rod 22 will exert 
torque on rigid support 18 and cause it to move in a counter 
clockwise fashion until the torque about point p on rigid sup_ 
port 18 exerted by the strand equally opposes it. Although not 
necessary, there may be substantial frictional contact between 
the strand and guides 14 and I5; operation with rotatable 
guides is explained below. Likewise, as tension increases on 
the strand, rigid support member 18 is caused to move in a 
clockwise manner until the torque exerted on support 18 by 
the strand about point p is equal and opposite to the torque ex 
erted by rod 22 acting on rigid support 18 about point p. 

In order for the new apparatus to function properly, there 
are certain principles regarding relative spacing of its impor 
tant structural members. These are best understood by 
reference to FIG. 3. In FIG. 3, it is seen that point of tangency 
a and b are formed by passage of strand 10 in contact with the 
respective guide members. Point of tangency a in the drawings 
in that point at which the strand leaves member 13, and point 
of tangency b in the drawings is that point at which the strand 
just touches member 16. Guide members 14 and 15 are 
equispaced from central axis 19 of rigid support 18, about 
which axis rigid support 18 is free to rotate. Point p is along 
the axis of rotation 19 of rigid support 18 and lies a straight 
line joining points a and b and is equidistant from a and b. 
Points c and d are located at the point of intersection of the 
strand with a straight line extending from p through the axis of 
symmetry of cylindrical guide members 14 and 15 respective 
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4 
ly. The pneumatically loaded pushrod exerts force along line 
29, which extends to point of tangency c with axially protrud 
ing wheel 27. Axially protruding member 27 is mounted to 
rotate about its axis so that upon rotation of rigid support 18, a 
force acting along line 29 is always at a tangent to axially 
protruding member 27 at the point of tangency c. A pushrod 
pivot point q is located at point 23. Thus, it is seen that the 
distance up is substantially equal to the distance pb, which is 
substantially equal to qp, and the distance ad is substantially 
equal to cb, which is substantially equal to eq. The foregoing 
relationships are preferably in the practice ofthe invention. 
The speci?cations concerning geometry of the members 4 

relative to each other is important because the torque relative 
to point p of the pushrod exerting force along line 29 on rigid 
support 18 is to be equal to the sum of the two identical 
torques of the strand tension relative to point p, all three of 
which tend to rotate rigid support 18 about point p. Moreover, 
this relationship should follow for any de?ection of rigid sup 
port 18 about point p. This relationship is important in reduc 
ing strand-tension variations. In structurally similar devices of 
the prior art, this relationship does not hold true, a condition 
which causes unsatisfactory control of strand tension. 
The new device has the advantage of not only maintaining a 

given tension at a constant value but of being readily adjusta 
ble to maintain other tensions constant. This may be accom 
plished merely by adjusting the air supply pressure to the 
pneumatic pushrod. 
The advantages of the new operation are numerous and it is 

especially accurate in maintaining constant tension on a mov 
ing strand. 

It is to be understood that the form of the invention herein 
shown and described is to be taken as a preferred embodi 
ment. Various changes may be made in the shape, size, and ar 
rangement of parts. For example, the protruding member 27 
may be on the same side of rigid support 18 as the guides 14 
and 15 or on a different side. Pivot point q may be at any point 
around rigid member 18 provided its distance from p is in 
general accordance with the teachings set forth hereinabove. 
The guide members may be rotating cylinders and the bar 20 
may be connected to a variable resistance potentiometer 
which can be used to control the relative rotational speeds of 
guide members 13 and 16 which in turn may be associated 
with rollers to form strand nip-points at a and b In such a 
device the position of guide members 14 and 15 may be main 
tained substantially constant with changes in threadline ten 
sion between points a and b; if threadline tension increased it 
would tend to cause rigid support 18 to rotate against the op 
posing force of pushrod 22, the variable resistance poten 
tiometer would signal one or both of the motors driving guide 
members 13 or 17 and cause consequent adjustment of their 
rotational speed to compensate for the varying tension. 
The present invention is useful in controlling tension varia 

tion in mono?laments and multi?laments as well as staple 
spun yarns and tow. 

lclaim: 
1. An apparatus for maintaining a constant tension in an ad 

vancing strand comprising in combination: 
a. strand advancing means including speed regulator means: 
b. strand takeup means arranged to takeup and forward the 

strand advanced by the strand-advancing means; 
c. a rigid support rotatably mounted on a ?xed pivot located 
between said strand-advancing means and said strand 
takeup means, said support having two mounted strand 
guide members spaced from the pivot of the rigid support 
and being disposed such that a line connecting the two 
guides is at a substantial angle to a line connecting said 
strand-advancing means and said strand takeup means to 
provide a S-shaped strand path around said guides with 
tension in the strand producing a rotational torque about 
said pivot in a ?rst direction; 

d. torquing means for applying a continuous rotational 
torque about said pivot of a preselected magnitude in a 
direction opposite to said ?rst direction, the magnitude 



being equal to the torque produced by the strand when ' 
passing about said guides with the‘ strand at a desired 

. preselected tension to provide an angular rotation ‘of said 
rigid member about the pivot when a differential in strand 
tension from the preselected tension exists; and 

> position sensing means for said ‘support that is operably 
associated with the speed-regulator means of said strand 
advancing means and adapted to increase the speed off 
said strand-advancing means if said support moves in said 
?rst direction to allow the support to return to a desired 
equilibrium position that corresponds to the preselected 
strand tension, said sensing means and speed regulator 
means of said strand-advancing means likewise being 
adapted to decrease the speed of said strand-advancing 
means if said support moves in direction opposite to said 
?rst direction to allow said support to return to the 
desired equilibrium position. 

2. The apparatus as in claim 1 wherein the strand-advancing 
means includes a direct current motor electrically coupled by 
a circuit to an associated power supply and the speed regula 
tor means comprises a variable resistor operatively arranged 
in the circuit. > ' 

3. The apparatus as in claim 1 wherein the pivot for said 
rigid support is midway between said strand-advancing means 
and said strand-takeup means and each strand guide is 
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6 
mounted an equal distance from the pivot and arranged in a 
straight line with said pivot. 

4. The apparatus as in claim 3 wherein said torquing means 
comprises a ?uid-operated pushrod pressure cylinder having 
the exterior end of the rod pivotally attached to the rigid sup 
port at a point on a line passing through a pivot being at a 90° 
angle with respect to a line connecting each guide and the rod 
is located a perpendicular distance from the supportpivot that 
is equal to the distance of each guide from said pivot, the op 
posite cnd'of the cylinder being pivotally attached to a second 
?xed element with the point'of the attachment being in line 
with said guides and at a distance from the pivot ol‘ the rigid 
support that is equal to the distance of each guide from said 
strand-advancing means and said strand-takeup means. 

5. The apparatus as in claim 4 wherein said guides are rol 
lers. 

6. The apparatus as in claim 5 wherein the exterior end of 
the rod is offset from the point of attachment to the rigid sup 
port by a distance equal to the guide roller radius. 

7. The apparatus as in claim 4 wherein at equilibrium a line 
connecting the guides is at substantially a 90° angle with 
respect to a line connecting said strand-advancing means and 
said strand-takeup means. ' 


